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Abstract
In this paper we consider a type of surveillance
problem, which has been widely studied. Unlike
[1] [2], which only maximize the time an evader
is seen until it is first out of a tracker’s vision,
we try to maximize the total time an evader is
seen as it moves on a known trajectory to its
destination.
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By extending the edges incident to reflex vertices, we partition P into basic (rectangular) regions [3]. Note that for any particular basic region ci in this grid, each point inside this region
has the same visibility polygon.
As ev moves along τe , we say that ev is escaping
from tr if the distance from ev to the current
position of tr is monotonically increasing.

2

Three-Stage Solution

Given the trajectory of an evader in polygon P In a simple polygon, the relationship between ev
and the starting location of a tracker, we com- and tr has at most has three stages:
pute a trajectory for the tracker that maximizes
1. ev cannot see tr but is not escaping from tr
the amount of time the evader is seen.
We assume the following:
2. ev has seen tr at least once, and ev is not
1. P is a rectilinear, simple n-gon
yet escaping from tr
2. Rectangle vision: points p, q ∈ P see each
3. ev is escaping from tr
other iff pq, the axis-aligned bounding box
of p, q, is a subset of P
2.1 Stage 3: Escaping
3. The evader’s trajectory is a shortest path Let [c , c , . . . , c ] be the ordered sequence
1 2
r
within P
of basic regions ev visits. The following algorithm has tr chasing the visibility polygons of ev.
4. All trajectories are axis-aligned
5. The evader travels at constant speed and the
tracker can travel no faster than the evader Algorithm 1 Chasing Visibility Polygons
j=1
Let V P (p) denote the visibility polygon of point
while j ≤ r do
p ∈ P . Let ev be the evader, tr be the tracker,
while j ≤ r and tr ∈ V P (cj ) do
τe and τt be the trajectories of the evader and
j+ = 1
tracker respectively.
if j ≤ r then
∗
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Theorem 1 With O(n2 ) preprocessing time,
Algorithm 1 yields an optimal solution to Stage
3 in time O(nr), r is the number of basic regions
through which ev passes (r = O(n)).
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its corresponding vertex in P . Since τe is a
shortest path, ev crosses each extended edge at
most once. The number of these extended edges
that ev crosses is O(r).
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Figure 1: The moment ev leaves V P (p).

Stage 2

In this stage tr has seen ev but ev has not yet begun to escape. The analysis of this stage (omitted here) utilizes optimal strategies for different
cases.

2.3

Stage 1

We enumerate all possible V P (ev) where tr can
Proof Refer to Figure 1. Initially, the tracker is see ev. Then we apply the algorithm for stages
2 and 3. We choose the solution that maximizes
at p and the evader is at s.
We assume that ev can see point p until it arrives the total time ev is seen.
at q, which means pz is fully contained in the
polygon for any point z on the path of the evader While the results discussed here are for the
from s to q. When the evader moves a little fur- (rather unnatural) model of rectangle vision
ther from p at q to q 0 , q 0 cannot see p, which within the polygon, the talk includes a discusmeans the boundary of the polygon blocked the sion of the case of ordinary visibility, where the
sight of q 0 as the rightmost part of Figure 1 structure of an optimal solution is significantly
shows; therefore a cut k1 k2 is created, which sep- more complex.
arates V P (q 0 ) from p. It’s easy to see that pq References
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